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Abstract. The bag of words representation of documents is often unsat-
isfactory as it ignores relationships between important terms that do not
co-occur literally. Improvements might be achieved by expanding the
vocabulary with other relevant word, like synonyms.

In this paper we use word-word co-occurence information from a large
corpus to expand the vocabulary of another corpus consisting of tweets.
Several different methods on how to include the co-occurence information
are constructed and tested out on the classification of real twitter data.
Our results show that we are able to reduce the number of erroneous
classifications by 14% using co-occurence information.
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1 Introduction

Founded in 2006, Twitter (www.twitter.com) has grown to become one of the
most popular social media services, known for its 140-character restriction on
each post. In addition to a large general user base, Twitter is used extensively
by celebrities, politicians, and news services to entertain, engage, or inform their
followers. With over 500 million users, Twitter sees a daily stream of more than
400 million tweets a day [1].

Twitter is known to be an important source for early detecting of impor-
tant events like breaking news, changes in the stock market, spread of diseases,
earthquakes etc. or analyzing different trends in politics, fashion, entertainment
etc., see e.g. [2–6]. Such approaches are typically based on training a machine
learner on a bag-of-words representation of the tweets, maybe in addition to
other features like number of words, publication time etc. The bag of words
representation is often unsatisfactory as it ignores relationships between impor-
tant terms that do not co-occur literally. Many important words and phrases for
correct classification may never occur in the training material, but only show
up in the test material (e.g. future tweets). A bag-of-words approach will not
be able to detect such tweets since the important words never occurred in the
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training set. For example, suppose we want to detect tweets about the war in
Syria. In the manually annotated training material we may have good predic-
tors like “al-Assad”, “Syria”, “Homs” etc., but may miss other relevant phrases
like “Damascus”, “gas attack”, “Baath party”, “ISIL” which potentially could
improve the classifications since such words are likely to occur in future tweets
about the Syrian war.

In this paper we suggest to “enrich” the vocabulary in the training material
with other potentially relevant phrases by using word-word co-occurrence infor-
mation from an other large news corpus (1.1 billion words). Computing words
that tend to co-occur with “al-assad” in the news corpus, we find among the
top ten words “bashar”, “al-sharaa” (vice president in Syria), “negotiations”
and “syria” which seem like other relevant words to detect tweets about the
Syrian war. It’s not obvious what’s the best way to incorporate such external
co-occurrence information in the training material of tweets. We suggest a large
set of different approaches and test them extensively on real twitter data.

The paper is extention of the preliminary results in the paper [7].

2 Related Work

Techniques for enriching text fall under two main categories: those who use
intrinsic information contained in the current corpus and those who use extern
resources. A representative example of intrinsic techniques is the Self-Term
Expansion Methodology due to Pinto et al. [8] for clustering tweets. The method
compromises two main steps: the Self-Term Enriching step, and a Term Selec-
tion step. The Self-Term Enriching procedure enriches the text representation of
the tweets by exploiting the current tweets corpus and without the need of any
external corpus, that is why the technique is called Self-Term Enriching. Terms
of a documents are represented with a set of co-related terms. A co-occurrence
list is calculated from the target data set by applying Pointwise Mutual Infor-
mation (PMI). The Term Selection step identifies the most important features
and tries to reduce the noise introduced by the Self-Term Enriching phase.

The second category of techniques for enriching text representation uses
external resources other than the current text materials to be clustered or classi-
fied. It is worth mentioning that the later techniques have received most attention
in the literature compared to techniques that resort to intrinstic information for
the enriching task. For example in [9–12], the authors enrich the text represen-
tation using WordNet [13] where terms of the documents are replaces with their
hypernym and synonym.

Similarly, the seminal work of Gabrilovich et al. [14] leverages knowledge
bases from Wikipedia and Open Directory Project (ODP) in order to enhance the
textual representation of short messages. The authors concluded that augmented
knowledge based features generated from ODP and Wikipedia improved the text
categorization task.
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Alahmadi et al. [15] use an approach based on supplementing the bag-of-
words representational scheme with a concept-based representation that utilises
Wikipedia as a knowledge base.

In [16] Wikipedia semantic knowledge are used to tackle data sparseness in
a question answering task. Experiments show that the approach significantly
outperforms the baseline method (with error reductions of 23.21%).

Chen et al. [17] propose a word-word co-occurrence matrix based method
for improved relevance feedback in information retrieval. Unlike other studies
about word association, the authors consider the influence of the inter word
distance and co-windows ratio. Experiments with TREC dataset demonstrate
the effectiveness of the method.

3 Word-Word Co-occurrence Matrix and Document
Term Matrix

In this section we represent relevant background information for the rest of the
paper. More specifically we define the word-word co-occurrence matrix (COM)
and the document term matrices (DTM).

3.1 Word-Word Co-occurrence Matrix

Suppose we have a large corpus consisting of a total of N words and let
w1, w2, . . . , wNw

denote the different unique words in the corpus. Further let
Ni, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nw} denote the number of times wi occurs in the corpus and
let Nij , i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nw} denote the number of times wi occurs in the neigh-
bourhood of wj in the corpus. The neighbourhood of a word, wj , is typically
those words closest to wj in front and behind in the text. We assume symmetry
such that Nji = Nij . A COM is the matrix with the element Nij in position
(i, j), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , Nw. A COM computed from a large corpus is a highly
valuable tool to analyze semantic relations between words, see e.g. [18,19].

Suppose we want to use COM to compute the semantic relation between wi

and wj . There are typically three main approaches.

Correlation. The empirical correlation in occurrence with other words

Corr(wi, wj) =
Cov(wi, wj)√

Var(wi)Var(wj)

where

Var(wi) =
1

Nw − 1

Nw∑

k=1

(Nik − Ni·)2

Cov(wi, wj) =
Nw∑

k=1

(Nik − Ni·)(Njk − Nj·)
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where

Ni· =
1

Nw

Nw∑

k=1

Nik

Angle. The angle between the co-occurrence vectors for wi and wj given as
[Ni1, Ni2, . . . , Ni Nw

] and [Nj1, Nj2, . . . , Nj Nw
].

PMI. The Pointwise Mutual Information between wi and wj defined as

PMI(wi, wj) = log2
P (wi, wj)

P (wi)P (wj)
= log2

P (wi |wj)
P (wi)

= log2
P (wj |wi)

P (wj)
(1)

Looking at the rightmost expression the numerator denotes the probability
that wj occurs in the neighborhood of wi and the denominator the probabil-
ity that a randomly selected word from the corpus is wj . If wi and wj tend
to co-occur, we expect that P (wj |wi) > P (wj).

The PMI can be estimated as follows based on the rightmost expression in (1)

̂PMI(wi, wj) =
Nji/Ni

Nj/N

Because of the symmetry, Nji = Nij , we get the same expression for
̂PMI(wi, wj) estimating based on the leftmost and middle expression in (1).
Also note that ̂PMI are just simple reweightings of the entries in COM and
thus very fast to compute.

In our experiments the PMI performed better than the two other approaches
and the descriptions below therefore are based on PMI.

3.2 Document Term Matrix

Other words for a document term matrix (DTM) are bag-of-words and n-grams.
Suppose that a corpus consist of D tweets (more generally documents). Let ndi

denote the number of times word wi occur in tweet d ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,D} and nw

the total number of unique words in the D tweets. A DTM is the matrix with
the elements ndi in positions (d, i), d = 1, 2, . . . ,D, i = 1, 2, . . . , nw. A natural
generalization is to not only use words, but all phrases of subsequent words in the
corpus called n-grams. In this paper we only resort to single words (unigram).
Reweightings of the pure term frequencies in a DTM is also very common, e.g.
the TF-IDF ([18], Chap. 15).

4 Incorporating Co-occurrence Information from a Large
External Corpus in a Document Term Matrix

In this section we present different methods to incorporate COM information
from a large external corpus to a DTM. We start by expanding the vocabulary
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the expansion (shown in gray) of the original tweet DTM shown
in white.

of DTM from all the unique words in the tweets to the union of the unique words
in the tweets and the words in COM. See Fig. 1 for a simple visualization of
the expansion. The gray part shows the additional words added to the original
DTM shown as the white part of the matrix. Our goal is to add reasonable
values in the gray part of the matrix and adjust values in the white part of the
matrix to improve classification. To simplify the notation below, let rij refer to
̂PMI(wi, wj). Also assume that all words in the tweet vocabulary are part of
the COM vocabulary. In practice we obtained this by letting words that is in
the tweet vocabulary and not in the COM vocabulary, are added to COM with
all co-occurence frequencies with other words equal to zero.

Suppose a tweet d ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,D} consists of the ηd unique words
wd(1), . . . , wd(ηd) and recall that we assume that all being part of the COM vocab-
ulary w1, w2, . . . , wNw

. Further let nd,d(1), . . . , nd,d(ηd) denote the frequency (or
some reweighting like TF-IDF) of wd(1), . . . , wd(ηd). Define the matrix PMItweet

consisting of the entries rd(i),j , i = 1, 2, . . . , ηd, j = 1, 2, . . . , Nw containing the
PMI scores between the words in the tweet and all the words in COM. Figure 2
illustrates this matrix. Based on PMItweet we can expand the vocabulary of the
tweet d in different ways. Maybe the most natural is for each word in COM to
compute the sum of PMI scores for the words in the tweet and add this values
to the expanded DTM shown in Fig. 1

ñd,j =
1
ηd

ηd∑

i=1

rd(i),j , j = 1, 2, . . . , Nw (2)

where ñd,j refers to the scores to add to the expanded DTM in position (d, j).
We can interpret this as adding the (pointwise mutual) information from all the
tweet words together and thus the approach intuitively seem reasonable.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the of the matrix PMItweet.

A natural modification of (2) is to weight with the occurrences of the tweet
words

ñd,j =
1
ηd

ηd∑

i=1

nd,d(i) rd(i),j (3)

For words being part of the original tweet vocabulary, we update the val-
ues from nd,d(i) to nd,d(i) + αñd,d(i) for i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , ηd where α is a rescal-
ing parameter since we have no reason to believe that nd,d(i) and ñd,d(i) are
on the same scale. For the other words we substitute zero with αñd,j , j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , Nw}\{d(1), d(2), . . . , d(ηd)} where A\B refers to all the elements in
A except those that are in B. Below we describe different alternatives to (3).

A challenging part of including PMI-information is that large amounts of
noise may be included. Consider the following fictive tweet about the Syrian
war: “President al-Assad agrees to negotiate”. Using the method in (3), we add
the PMI scores for all the words together, but words like “agrees” and “to”
are not at all relevant for the classification to Syrian war and may introduce
unfortunate noise. Intuitively we expect that words that have high PMI score
for two or more words in the tweet are more likely to be relevant words, while
words with only one high PMI value are less likely to be relevant. For example,
the word “al-Sharaa” (vice president in Syria) has high PMI score with all the
three words “President”, “al-Assad” and “negotiate” and thus is most likely
be a relevant word. We can achieve this property by doing transformation with
monotonically increasing concave functions like the logarithm and rγ , γ < 1. The
following simple example motivates such transformations. Suppose a word wi has
a PMI score of 8 with two of the words in the tweet (and zero to the other words)
and suppose that another word wj has a PMI score of 16 to one word in the tweet
(and zero to the other words). Using (3), the two words will get equal score, but
transforming with the logarithm wi gets the score log2 8+log2 8 = 3+3 = 6 and
wj gets the log2 16 = 4. We see that wi now gets a higher score then wj after
the transformation. Therefore we generalize (3) to
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ñd,j =
1
ηd

ηd∑

i=1

nd,d(i)(rd(i),j)γ (4)

and setting γ < 1 we achieve what is explained above. If rd(i),j < 0 in (4),
we replace (rd(i),j)γ with −(|rd(i),j |)γ . In the rest of the paper we denote the
approach based on (4) for method SPMI. The methods below are variants of
this.

– Method RAW: We take sum of the raw ratios in (1) instead of the PMIs

ñd,j =
1
ηd

ηd∑

i=1

nd,d(i)(2rd(i),j )γ =
1
ηd

ηd∑

i=1

nd,d(i)2γ rd(i),j (5)

– Method RAWL: We take the logarithm of the scores ñd,j from method RAW.
– Method MAXL: In stead of taking the sum over PMI values as for the

methods SPMI, RAW and RAWL, we just use the maximal PMI score. Let
î = arg max

i∈1,2,...ηd

{rd(i),j} and compute the scores as

ñd,j = nd,d(̂i)rd(̂i),j

– Method MAX: The same as method MAX except that we use the raw ratios

ñd,j = nd,d(̂i)2
rd(î),j

– Method GEOM: The geometric mean. If we compute ñd,j from (3), the geo-
metric mean can be computed as

2ñd,j

While method SPMI with a low value for γ ends up with many scores ñd,j with
almost the same values, method RAW combined with a high value of γ ends up
with only a few scores ñd,j with high values and all the other close to zero (after
proper rescaling with the parameter α). The other methods above are different
variants which lies between these extremes.

4.1 Only Important Words

As mentioned above, a potential challenge with the idea of using COM infor-
mation is that the scores ñd,j from the methods above may be disturbed by
PMI information from irrelevant words like “agree” and “to” from the example
tweet above. Another approach to reduce the possible noise is to only include
PMI information for words with a positive correlation with the response. For the
example tweet we expect that words like “al-Assad”, “president” and “negotiate”
are positively correlated with tweets about the Syrian war compared to tweets
about other topics while words like “agree” and “to” are less correlated with
the Syrian war. A more detailed description of how to achieve this is as follows.
Assume we have a multiclass classification problem with classes C1, C2, . . . , CK
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and let Ydk, d = 1, 2, . . . ,D, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K be equal to one if tweet d belong to
class k and zero else. Further let Yk = [Y1k, Y2k, . . . , YDk]. We now compute the
correlation between the Yk and word frequencies of a word wi being part of the
tweet vocabulary

Corr(Yk, wi) =
Cov(Yk, wi)√

Var(Yk)Var(wi)

where

Cov(Yk, wi) =
D∑

d=1

(Ydk − Yk)(ndi − n·i)

We now only include PMI information for tweet words where the maximal cor-
relation to Y1, Y2, . . . , YK is above some threshold τ . This result in the following
rewriting of Eq. (4)

ñd,j =
1
ηd

ηd∑

i=1

I

(
max

k=1,2,...,K
{Corr(Yk, wd(i))} > τ

)
nd,d(i)(rd(i),j)γ (6)

and similar for the other methods above. I(·) is the indicator function.

5 Linguistic Resources

In this section we present the resources necessary to evaluate the methods above.
All the analyzes are done for the Norwegian language.

The COM are computed from a huge corpus that is made openly available
by the National Library of Norway (NLN). The corpus consists of news articles
collected from Norwegian newspapers from 1998 until 2011. This corresponds
to roughly 1.1 billion Norwegian words distributed over 4 million articles. To
compute Nij , we used a neighborhood of six words in front and behind of wj

(recall Sect. 3.1). We only used words that occurred at least 50 times in the news
corpus ending up with a vocabulary with 287904 unique words.

The Twitter corpus is selected from all tweets published in Norwegian on
Twitter from 20th of July to 8th of August 2011 a total of about two million
tweets. We selected a subset of tweets as follows:

1. We counted the number of times different hashtags were used.
2. Among the most frequently used hashtags we manually picked hashtags

related to six topics as summarized in Table 1 and selected all the tweet
consisting at least one of these hashtags.

The resulting corpus consists of a total of 21270 tweets. Since the tweets are
from the time span around the tragic 22th July terror it is as expected that
we observe many tweet related to this. The classification task is to classify the
correct topic of these tweets when all the hashtags are removed from the tweets.
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Table 1. Details of the six topics. Columns from left to right: Description of cluster,
number of tweets for the different topics and hashtags representing the topics.

Topic No. Hashtags

The 22th July 2011 terror 11519 #Utøya #PrayForOslo etc.

Justin Beiber 3409 #Bieber #Bieberlove etc.

Norwegian national elections 2218 #Valg #Valg11 etc. (valg = election)

Tour de France 1668 #TdF #2dF etc.

TheØya music festival 1311 #Øya

Libya 879 #Libya

6 Experiments

In this section we compare the classification performance of the different
extended DTMs described above. We base our classifications on multinomial
LASSO regression [20]. Multinomial LASSO regression can document excellent
classification performances, and is at least as effective as Support vector Machine
[21]. Another advantage of the LASSO is that the estimated parameter space
is sparse, i.e. only a little handful of the hundreds of thousands of words in the
vocabulary are used by the classifier. This gives us the possibility to inspect
which words are used by the classifier and interpret the results. We return to
this in Sect. 6.2.

In all the experiments we sat the rescaling parameter α = 1 (recall Sect. 4).
Our results show that expanding the tweet vocabulary using only important
words (Sect. 4.1) in stead of all the words, improved classification performance.
Thus in Sect. 6.1, we only present results based on the important words method
in Sect. 4.1. In the experiments we sat τ = 0.08 in (6) ending up with a total of
316 important words fairly evenly spread over the six classes in Table 1.

We expect that incorporating external information is particularly useful if
the number of documents (tweets) in the annotated training material are few.
Then many important predictors (words) are missing in the training material and
thus not being part of the classifier. Our results is in accordance with this. Using
30% or more of the tweet corpus to train the classifier (more than 6381 tweets),
the reduction in erroneous classifications is below 5% compared to not using
external information. Using less than 30% of the tweets to train the classifier,
the reduction in erroneous classifications is between 5 and 15%.

6.1 Classification performance

Above we summarized the main results from the experiments. In this section
we look closer at the cases which gave the best result, i.e. we expanded only
by important words (Sect. 4.1) and used less than 30 % of the tweet corpus in
the training set. Table 2 shows classification results using 5% (1064 tweets) and
10% (2127 tweets) of the tweets for training. To reduce the uncertainty in our
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Table 2. The values represent the percentage of tweets classified to the correct class.
Columns two to four show results using 5% of the tweets as a training set, while the
last three columns show results for 10% training. NOEXT refers to classification using
the tweet DTM (no additional words included).

5% training 10% training

Method γ = 0.1 γ = 1 γ = 10 γ = 0.1 γ = 1 γ = 10

NOEXT − 69.0 − − 73.1 −
SPMI 73.1 68.9 73.4 75.8 72.4 75.5

RAW 72.9 68.3 72.9 75.8 72.4 75.5

RAWL 72.6 73.3 73.3 75.6 75.8 75.9

MAX − 72.9 − − 75.5 −
MAXL − 73.3 − − 75.9 −
GEOM − 72.2 − − 75.1 −

results in Table 2, we used cross validation repeatedly using different parts of
the tweets as training and test corpus. The results in Table 2 are the average
classification performance for the different cross validation runs. The width of
confidence intervals based on the cross validation runs where about 0.1, i.e. in
practice it is no uncertainty in the values in Table 2.

As expected a higher percentage of the tweets are classified correctly when
10% of the tweets are used for training compared to only 5%. For 10% training
the highest reduction in erroneous classifications were

(100 − 73.1) − (100 − 75.9)
100 − 73.1

· 100% = 10.4%

For 5% training the highest reduction is

(100 − 69.0) − (100 − 73.4)
100 − 69.0

· 100% = 14.2%

We see, as expected, that when the training set is small inclusion of exter-
nal co-occurence information have a larger positive effect on the classification
performance. An other interesting observation is that NOEXT using 10% train-
ing performs poorer (73.1%) than using 5% training and external information
(73.4%). In other words it is better to include external co-occurence informa-
tion than increasing the number of annotated tweets from 5% (1064 tweets) to
10% (2127 tweets). Having in mind that manual annotation of documents are
very resource demanding, this is quite an impressive result and documents the
usefulness of the methods in this paper.

From Table 2 we see that the most natural choice of using external infor-
mation, SPMI with γ = 1 (which is equivalent to (3)) do not document any
improvements. It seems that better results are achieved by either using a few
words with high values (e.g. RAW and γ = 10 and MAX) or many words with
almost the same value (e.g. SPMI and γ = 0.1), not the alternatives in between.
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Table 3. The table shows the words that are the best predictors (translated from
Norwegian to English) for the different topics. The words in the second column (tweet
words) were part of the original vocabulary of the tweets in the training set. Third
column shows words that are good predictors but were not part of the original tweet
vocabulary but added using some of the methods in Sect. 4.

Topic Tweet words Added words

The 22th July
2011 terror

auf, dead, killed, people,
norway, people, police, together,
thoughts, sad, utøya

arrested, armed, bomb

Justin Beiber album, bieber, love, follow,
hope, justin, culture, 4ever,
aloooot, follower, lookin

dream, teenagers, brands,
selena, girls, loves

Norwegian
national
elections

frp, nrk, political, jensen,
vote, tv2, election, voting
machine

argument, conservative, industry,
vice chairman, prime minister

Tour de
France

schleck, boasson, edwald, stage,
france, paris, tdf, jersey

meters, astana, eneco, stages,
french, prestigious, overall lead,
fell

TheØya music
festival

fleet foxes, h̊akan, kanye,
consert, music, sunshine, plays

winehouse, gitarist, linkin,
mayhem, acquired, surferosa,
equalized

Libya gaddafi, jail, hell, hotel,
fire, libya, libyan, nightmare,
tripoli

attacks, continued, kaim, coastal,
town, sirte, officer, nato,
regime, soldiers

6.2 Words used in the Classifier

In this section we inspect which words are the best predictors of the different
classes in Table 1. Using the multinomial LASSO model with a higher value of the
regularization parameter than the optimal value, classification is performed using
only a few words. Naturally the classification performance is reduces using such a
sparse classifier, but on the other hand interpretation is very easy. Table 3 shows
the results for the case with 5% of the tweets in the training set and method
SPMI with γ = 10 and a high value of the regularization parameter. We see that
both the tweet words (second column) and the added words (third column) are
very relevant words for the different topics. E.g for the Justin Bieber topic, words
like his ex girlfriend Selena are not part of the original training vocabulary, but
added using the methods in Sect. 4. Selena occurred several times in the test set
and thus improved classification were achieved by including Selena. For the Øya
music festival, we see that several other relevant artists are added as extra words
like (Amy) Winehouse, Mayhem and Surferosa. For the Libya topic words like
the Deputy Foreign Minister (Khaled) Kaim and references to the battle of Sirte
also were good predictors resulting in improved classification performance.
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7 Closing Remarks

In this paper we show how external information from a word-word co-occurrence
matrix can be used to improve the classification of tweets. The methods in this
paper are particularly useful if the number of tweets in the training set is small.
E.g. if the number of tweets is about a thousand, our results show a reduction
in erroneous classifications with about 15%.

There are several interesting directions for further research using word-word
co-occurrence information. We believe that the constructed methods in this
paper are useful also for other sorts of documents and could be interesting to
investigate further. It could also be interesting to evaluate the methods above
for unsupervised tasks like clustering and topic modeling [22].
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